SEEING “UNCLEAN” STATES
“The Work is a very strong, clean thing, and so demands a great deal
of inner cleanness and strength and sincerity with oneself. Who are
the unclean in the Gospels? Every form of hypocrisy and pretence,
every form of looking down one’s nose, every form of sighing slightly, every form of pseudo patience—yes, all this is uncleanness and we
come to know it. It is a very good stage to reach, when one knows
it.” V. 2, p. 551
NICOLL’S ACCOUNT OF A DREAM OF HIS
“I see someone teaching or drilling some recruits. That is all. At
first sight there seems nothing marvellous. He smiles. He indicates
somehow that he does not necessarily expect to get any results from
what he is doing. He does not seem to mind. He does not show any
signs of impatience when they are rude to him. The lesson is nearly
over, but this will not make any difference to him. It is as if he said,
‘Well, this has to be done. One cannot expect much. One must give
them help, though they don’t want it.’ It is his invulnerablity that
strikes me. He is not hurt or angered by their sneers or lack of discipline. He has some curious power but hardly uses it. . . . He seemed
purified from all violence. That was the secret. That was the source
of the curious power I detected in him. A man without violence. . . .
From this glance I know better what going in a new direction is and
what a new will purified from violence means. I know also that the
possibilities of following this new will and new direction lie in every
moment of one’s life.” V. 4, p. 1500
THE DEMISE OF FALSE PERSONALITY
“All self-realization, all self-knowledge which is real, destroys the
imagination of oneself—i.e. the False Personality. The result is an
immense broadening of one’s powers and not a weakening of them.
It is the False Personality that weakens us so much and renders us so
brittle, so easily upset, so narrow, and so mean in our understanding,
both of others and of ourselves.” V. 2, p. 705
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THE DISSOLUTION OF PERSONALITY
“When the Work really strikes home, this house of cards that one
takes as oneself begins to fall to bits. You know the Work speaks
about the necessity of coming to the point where one realizes one’s
own utter nothingness. This, however, is mercifully delayed and it is
not something you can artifically realize.” V. 2, p. 533
THE DISSOLUTION OF PERSONALITY II
“Self-Remembering comes down from above and full Self-Remembering is a state of consciousness in which the Personality and all its
pretences almost cease to exist and you are, so to speak, nobody, and
yet the fullness of this state, which is really bliss, makes you, for the
first time, somebody.” V. 2, p. 533
DEATH AND REBIRTH IN THIS LIFE
“Easter is not something that comes once a year but something
that comes every day: the idea of non-identifying, or dying to some
typical mechanical reaction, is a daily possibility, and if it is done in
a spirit of a kind of gaiety, it will gradually result in energy being
transformed daily and passing upwards to another level which after a
time will become a distinct experience to you.” V. 2, p. 664
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